A submarine optical gain equalizer installed on a submarine optical transmission cable 5. The submarine optical gain equalizer comprises a pressure housing 1, in which an optical gain equalizer and n through-fibers are installed. Input and output ports of the optical gain equalizer and the through-fibers are formed in the outside of the pressure housing. The submarine optical gain equalizer equalizes levels of signal light having wavelengths different each other caused by optical fiber amplifiers. In general, one submarine optical gain equalizer is installed for 40 optical fiber amplifiers on a submarine optical cable.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to a Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) submarine optical repeater system and particularly to a submarine optical gain equalizer installed on a submarine optical transmission line, and the submarine optical transmission line and its installation method.

[0003] 2. Related Background Art

[0004] In the WDM optical transmission system, to transmit multi-wavelength optical signals in a long distance, it is necessary to install light amplifiers at predetermined intervals on an optical transmission line so as to amplify signal light. The light amplifiers, however, have gain characteristics slightly different among wavelengths, which causes level differences between optical signals having longer wavelengths and shorter wavelengths. These level differences are accumulated in each light amplifier. Accordingly, some lines are disabled from being used for communications in long-distance optical transmission lines. Therefore, in a shore optical transmission system in a transmission distance of several hundreds of kilometers or so, light source power of signal light having different wavelengths is previously adjusted based on the characteristics of the light amplifiers, for example.

[0005] In a submarine optical communication system, however, with multi-wavelength light having an optical transmission line exceeding 10,000 km, for example, a method of adjusting the light source power of the signal light does not function appropriately in some cases. In the submarine optical communication system including such a long-distance optical transmission line, there has been no proposal of any specific configuration of gain equalization for adjusting respective wavelength levels. It is also possible theoretically to achieve an equipment for detecting respective wavelength levels automatically and for adjusting the levels. It is presumed, however, that this kind of the equipment is extremely complicated and requires high cost.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] It is an object of the present invention to provide a submarine optical gain equalizer for compensating efficiently for gain differences between wavelengths of multi-wavelength optical signals transmitted on an actual submarine optical transmission line at low cost, the submarine optical transmission line and its installation method.

[0007] The submarine optical gain equalizer of the present invention comprises a pressure housing and an optical gain equalizer installed in the pressure housing having input and output ports formed in the outside of the pressure housing. In the pressure housing, one optical gain equalizer can be installed. In addition, in the pressure housing, one or more through-fibers can be installed in the pressure housing. The optical gain equalizer attenuates levels of optical signals having specific wavelengths by predetermined amounts. On the submarine optical transmission line of the present invention, one or more submarine optical gain equalizers in the above are installed. An installation method of the submarine optical transmission line comprises detecting respective wavelength levels of multi-wavelength optical signals in respective optical fibers composing the submarine optical transmission line and connecting submarine optical gain equalizers for compensating for the predetermined level differences between the detected wavelengths in the detected positions of the optical fibers. This invention provides efficient and low-cost compensation for the level differences in multi-wavelength light transmitted through the long-distance submarine optical transmission line.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] The above and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following detailed description when taken with the accompanying drawing in which:

[0009] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a configuration of a submarine gain equalizer according to the present invention;

[0010] FIGS. 2A and 2B are diagrams illustrating levels of a multi-wavelength optical signal before and after compensation;

[0011] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a configuration in which two submarine optical gain equalizers are installed on a submarine optical transmission line; and

[0012] FIGS. 4A and 4B are diagrams illustrating levels of multi-wavelength optical signals before compensation, and FIGS. 4C and 4D are those illustrating levels of multi-wavelength optical signals after compensation.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0013] Referring to FIG. 1, there is shown an embodiment of a configuration in which a submarine optical gain equalizer of the present invention is installed on a submarine cable 5. A pressure housing 1 contains an optical gain equalizer 2 and n through-fibers 3. Input and output ports of the optical gain equalizer 2 and the through-fibers 3 are formed in the outside of the pressure housing 1. n+1 optical fibers 7 in the submarine cable 5 are connected to the input and output ports of the optical gain equalizer 2 and the through-fibers 3 at splice points 4. In the same manner as for a normal submarine optical repeater, the pressure housing is a cylinder made of beryllium copper as a material having a thickness of 1 to 2 cm and a diameter of 20 to 30 cm on a cross-section.

[0014] FIG. 2A illustrates a state of a level difference, dB between the shortest wavelength and the longest one in multi-wavelength optical signals having eight wavelengths in the optical fiber connected to the optical gain equalizer 2. Under this condition, after the multi-wavelength optical signals are transmitted through the optical gain equalizer 2, the optical signals having wavelengths other than the shortest one attenuate so as to be equalized to the level of the shortest one as shown in FIG. 2B. Other optical fibers are connected to the through-fibers 3 even if there are significant level differences between wavelengths of multi-wavelength optical signals transmitted through the optical fibers. The optical gain equalizer 2 is manufactured with its attenuation characteristics being calculated based on conditions such as
wavelengths of signal light, the number of installed light amplifiers and their characteristics, lengths of optical fibers, and a temperature of the sea bottom where submarine cable is installed. The optical gain equalizer 2 is a known device, specifically of a fiber grating type or of an etalon type configured so as to obtain attenuation amounts depending upon wavelengths.

[0015] Referring to FIG. 3, there is shown a configuration including two submarine optical gain equalizers 6 having attenuation characteristics different each other on the submarine optical cable 5. In the submarine optical repeaters 8 shown in FIG. 3, an optical fiber amplifier and other devices are installed. If characteristics of each level difference of multi-wavelength optical signals in a fiber 10 in FIG. 3 are as shown in FIG. 4A and characteristics of each level difference of multi-wavelength optical signals in a fiber 11 in FIG. 3 are as shown in FIG. 4B, it is necessary to install submarine optical gain equalizers having attenuation characteristics which meet the characteristics of the level differences of the multi-wavelength optical signals for those two fibers. Under these conditions, the optical signals transmitted through the submarine optical gain equalizers have such characteristics that the multi-wavelength signal light has the same level in both of the fibers as shown in FIGS. 4C and 4D.

[0016] The submarine optical gain equalizer 6 of the present invention is connected to optical fibers in the submarine cable 5 when the level difference between the shortest wavelength and the longest one of the multi-wavelength signal light becomes 2 dB to 3 dB. In a long-distance submarine optical transmission line, light amplifiers are generally installed at intervals of approx. 40 to 50 km. Giving an example of 8-wavelength light having intervals of 0.8 nm and assuming a temperature error 2°C and an input level error of an optical signal into each light amplifier 0.5 dB, a level difference 2 dB between the shortest wavelength and the longest one arises when the optical signal has passed through 40 light amplifiers. Therefore, it is preferable to install the above submarine optical gain equalizers at intervals of approx. 1,600 km on the submarine cable 5.

[0017] An installation method of the submarine optical gain equalizers 6 on the submarine cable 5 will be described below. First, based on the conditions such as the characteristics of the light amplifiers and the sea temperature in the submarine cable installation sea area as mentioned above, is previously manufactured submarine optical gain equalizers having fixed attenuation characteristics of certain attenuation amounts for respective wavelengths, while also preparing submarine optical gain equalizers having attenuation characteristics values of respective wavelengths slightly different from those of the above submarine optical gain equalizers. Then, multi-wavelength light having the same wavelength as for actual signal light is practically transmitted to each optical fiber from an end office. At this point, it is checked gain control by having the other light amplifier on the wavelength characteristics be practically a predetermined value in a spot on the sea away from the end office by an estimated distance, and then is connected a submarine optical gain equalizer 6 which has been previously designed so as to be adapted to the level difference. If the level difference of the multi-wavelength light differs from the estimated one, use the submarine optical gain equalizer 6 having having other attenuation characteristics which has been prepared in advance instead of the above submarine optical gain equalizer for the connection. In this manner, an optimum submarine optical gain equalizer 6 is installed for respective fibers.

[0018] The multi-wavelength optical signal used in the above embodiment has a 1.53μ bandwidth with each wavelength having 0.8 nm to 1.0 nm intervals.

[0019] As set forth hereinabove, the present invention provides an optimum submarine optical gain equalizer for each optical fiber installed in a required position so as to compensate efficiently and easily at low cost for level differences between wavelengths caused by characteristics of light amplifiers or other conditions.

[0020] While the present invention has been described in connection with certain preferred embodiments, it is to be understood that the subject matter encompassed by the present invention is not limited to those specific embodiments. On the contrary, it is intended to include all alternatives, modifications, and equivalents as can be included within the spirit and scope of the following claims.

What is claimed is:
1. A submarine optical gain equalizer applied to a submarine optical transmission line, comprising a pressure housing and an optical gain equalizer installed in the pressure housing with its input and output ports being formed in the outside of said pressure housing.
2. A submarine optical gain equalizer according to claim 1, wherein one optical gain equalizer is installed in said pressure housing.
3. A submarine optical gain equalizer according to claim 1, wherein one or more through-fibers are installed in said pressure housing and input and output ports of the through-fibers are formed in the outside of said pressure housing.
4. A submarine optical gain equalizer according to claim 1, wherein said optical gain equalizer is configured so as to attenuate levels of optical signals having a specific wavelengths by predetermined amounts.
5. A submarine optical gain equalizer according to claim 1, wherein said optical gain equalizer has characteristics of attenuating levels of optical signals having wavelengths other than a shortest one so as to be equalized to a level of an optical signal having the shortest wavelength among optical signals of a plurality of wavelengths transmitted through said optical gain equalizer.
6. A submarine optical transmission line on which one or more submarine optical gain equalizers according to claim 1 are installed.
7. A submarine optical transmission line according to claim 6, wherein said submarine optical gain equalizers have optical attenuation characteristics different each other.
8. A installation method of a submarine optical transmission line comprising: detecting each wavelength level of multi-wavelength optical signals in respective optical fibers composing a submarine optical transmission line and connecting submarine optical gain equalizers for compensating for predetermined level differences between the detected wavelengths in the detected position on the optical fibers.
9. A installation method of a submarine optical transmission line according to claim 8 comprising: previously calculating attenuation degrees of respective wavelengths of the multi-wavelength optical signals in the positions on said submarine optical transmission line where said submarine optical gain equalizers are installed, preparing the submarine optical gain equalizers for adjusting these attenuation degrees, and installing said submarine optical gain equalizers in said positions on said submarine optical transmission line.